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Corporate governance framework for European companies

PURPOSE: to launch a public consultation on ways of improving corporate governance in the EU (Commission Green Paper).

BACKGROUND: corporate governance is traditionally defined as the system by which companies are directed and controlled and as a set of
relationships between a company?s management, its board, its shareholders and its other stakeholders. The corporate governance framework
for listed companies in the European Union is a combination of legislation and ?soft law?, including recommendations and corporate
governance codes. While corporate governance codes are adopted at national level, Directive 2006/46/EC promotes their application by
requiring that listed companies refer in their corporate governance statement to a code and that they report on their application of that code on
a ?comply or explain? basis.

Corporate governance and corporate social responsibility are key elements in building people?s trust in the single market. They also contribute
to the competitiveness of European business, because well run, sustainable companies are best placed to contribute to the ambitious growth
targets set by ?Agenda 2020?.  In its  the Commission stated that it is of paramountCommunication ?Towards a Single Market Act?
importance that European businesses demonstrate the utmost responsibility not only towards their employees and shareholders but also
towards society at large.

The G20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors Communiqué of 5 September 2009 emphasised that actions should be taken to
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ensure sustainable growth and build a stronger international financial system.

Some relevant issues had already emerged in the context of the  andGreen Paper on Corporate Governance in Financial Institutions
remuneration policies adopted in June 2010. For example, shareholder engagement matters not just to financial institutions, but to companies
generally.

CONTENT: the purpose of this Green Paper is to assess the effectiveness of the current corporate governance framework for European
companies.  It addresses three subjects which are at the heart of good corporate governance.

The board of directors: high performing, effective boards are needed to challenge executive management. This means that boards need
non-executive members with diverse views, skills and appropriate professional experience. Such members must also be willing to invest
sufficient time in the work of the board. The role of chairman of the board is particularly important, as are the board?s responsibilities for risk
management. The Green Paper discusses means of ensuring the effective functioning of the board of directors and the diversity of its
members, through encouraging, for example, gender diversity, international diversity and professional diversity. It also discusses risk
management and directors? remuneration.  It also asks whether disclosure of remuneration policy, the annual remuneration report and
individual remuneration of directors be mandatory.

Shareholders: the corporate governance framework is built on the assumption that shareholders engage with companies and hold the
management to account for its performance. However, a lack of appropriate shareholder interest in holding financial institutions' management
accountable contributed to poor management accountability and may have facilitated excessive risk taking in financial institutions. There is
evidence that the majority of shareholders are passive and are often only focused on short-term profits. It therefore seems useful to consider
whether more shareholders can be encouraged to take an interest in sustainable returns and longer-term performance, and how to encourage
them to be more active on corporate governance issues. Moreover, in different shareholding structures there are other issues, such as minority
protection. The Paper also asks whether EU rules are needed to enhance disclosure and management of conflicts of interest; whether there is
a need for a European mechanism to help issuers identify their shareholders and benefit cooperation between investors.

Application of the ?comply or explain? approach: under the 'comply or explain' approach, a company which chooses to depart from a corporate
governance code recommendation must give detailed, specific and concrete reasons for the departure. The general introduction of the
?comply or explain? approach in the EU has had its difficulties. A recent study showed that the informative quality of explanations published by
companies departing from the corporate governance code?s recommendation is - in the majority of the cases - not satisfactory and that in
many Member States there is insufficient monitoring of the application of the codes. It is therefore appropriate to consider how to improve this
situation.  Some adjustments appear necessary to improve the application of the corporate governance codes. The solutions should not alter
the fundamentals of the ?comply or explain? approach but contribute to its effective functioning by improving the informative quality of the
reports. However, these solutions are without prejudice to the possible need to reinforce certain requirements at EU level by including them in
legislation rather than making recommendations.

Two preliminary questions also deserve consideration.

European rules on corporate governance apply to ?listed? companies (i.e. companies that issue shares admitted to trading on a
regulated market). They generally do not distinguish according to company size or type. The question is whether the EU should have
a differentiated approach and how best to take  account of the potential difficulty of applying some corporate governance practices
across the range of types and sizes of companies;
good corporate governance may also matter to shareholders in unlisted companies. While certain corporate governance issues are
already addressed by company law provisions on private companies, many areas are not covered. The question is whether any EU
action is needed on corporate governance in unlisted companies.

Interested parties are invited to submit their views on the suggestions set out in this Green Paper to reach the Commission by  22 July 2011 at
. On the basis of the responses received, the Commission will take a decision on the next steps. Any future legislative orthe latest

non-legislative proposal will be accompanied by an extensive impact assessment taking into account the need to avoid disproportionate
administrative burden for companies.

Corporate governance framework for European companies

The Committee on Legal Affairs adopted the own-initiative drafted by Sebastian Valentin BODU (EPP, RO) on a corporate governance
framework for European companies, in response to the Commission Green Paper on the same issue.

Welcoming the Commissions revision of the EU corporate governance framework initiated by the Green Paper, Members regret, however, that
important corporate governance issues such as board decision-making, directors responsibility, directors independence, conflicts of interest or
stakeholders involvement have been left out of the Green Paper. They also regret the Green Paper's focus on the unitary system and
disregard for the dual system, which is equally widely represented in Europe.

Members underline the importance of the following issues:

creating a more  in the EU, with improved corporate governance;transparent, stable, reliable and accountable corporate sector
the need for  respecting the different corporate cultures in the EU;independent auditing and rules
the importance of creating a more transparent, stable, reliable and accountable corporate sector in the EU, with improved corporate
governance;
that it is a prerequisite that a well-governed company should be accountable and transparent to its employees, shareholders and,
where appropriate, to other stakeholders;
that the , according to which corporate governance involves a set of relationships2004 OECD definition of corporate governance
between a companys management, its board, its shareholders and other stakeholders, should be further promoted;
that a  should apply to all listed companies; these measures should be proportional tobasic set of EU corporate governance measures
the size, complexity and type of the company;
that initiatives on corporate governance should go hand in hand with the initiatives on  proposed by thecorporate social responsibility
Commission.

The Commission is called upon to submit every legislative proposal it considers on corporate governance to , which shouldimpact assessment
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focus both on objectives to be attained and on the need to keep companies competitive.

(1) Boards of directors: the report stresses that in unitary systems there should be a clear demarcation between the duties of the Chair of the
; however, it notes that this rule should be proportional to the size and the peculiarities of theBoard of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer

company.

The boards must include  with a mix of skills, experiences and backgrounds, that this aspect of their compositionindependent individuals
should be adapted to the complexity of the activities of the company and that it is the responsibility of the shareholders to ensure the right
balance of skills in the board.

The report considers that directors pay rises should be consistent with the long-term viability of their companies. It supports the inclusion in
managers variable remuneration of long-term sustainability components, such as making a percentage of their variable remuneration
dependent on the achievement of corporate social responsibility targets, e.g. health and safety in the workplace and employee job satisfaction.

Members believe that strong surveillance and new rules must be introduced to forbid any malpractices concerning the salaries, bonuses and
 of companies belonging to the financial or non-financial corporate sector that have been bailed-out by acompensation paid to executives

Member State government.

(2) Shareholders: Members believe that shareholders engagement with the company should be encouraged by , but thatenhancing their role
this involvement should be a  and never an obligation. Nevertheless, they believe that measures to incentivise long termdiscretionary choice
investment should be considered and also a requirement for full transparency of voting for any borrowed shares, apart from bearer shares.
They consider that institutional investor behaviour aimed at creating liquidity and keeping good ratings should be reconsidered, as this solely
encourages short-term shareholding by such investors.

The report notes that there is a lack of long-term focus within the market and urges the Commission to review all relevant legislation to assess
whether any requirements have inadvertently added to short-termism.

The Commission is called upon to:

bring forward proportionate proposals for  to shareholders in annualEurope-wide guidelines on the type of information released
company reports; in this context, the report notes that , including those of a potential nature, should always beconflicts of interest
disclosed and that appropriate action is needed at EU level;
amend the Shareholders Rights Directive in such a way as to evaluate by what means shareholders' participation can be further
enhanced; considers, in this connection, that the role of electronic voting at general meetings of listed companies in order to
encourage shareholders participation, especially with regard to cross-border shareholders, should be analysed by the Commission
through an impact assessment;
ensure further regulation of , giving special attention to transparency and conflict-of-interest issues.proxy advisors

Members consider that companies should be  They considerentitled to choose between a name shares regime and a bearer shares regime.
that, if they choose name shares, companies should be entitled to know the identity of their owners and that minimum harmonisation
requirements should be set at EU level for the disclosure of material shareholdings.

Lastly, Members consider that the question of employee share ownership schemes is one which should be regulated at Member State level
and left to negotiations between employers and employees: the possibility of participating in such a scheme should always be of a voluntary
nature.

(3) The comply or explain framework: Members believe that this system is a  in corporate governance. They are in favour ofuseful tool
compulsory adherence to a national corporate governance code or a Code of Conduct chosen by the company; considers that any deviation
from the Code of Conduct should be explained in a meaningful way and that, in addition to this explanation, the alternative corporate
governance measure taken should be described and explained.

Lastly, the report stresses the need to achieve  of, and compliance with, better functioning existing governance rules and recommendations
rather than imposing binding European corporate governance rules.

Corporate governance framework for European companies

The European Parliament adopted by 311 votes to 250, with 44 abstentions, a resolution on a corporate governance framework for European
companies, in response to the Commission Green Paper on the same issue.

It should be noted that an alternative motion for a resolution by the S&D and Green/ALE Groups was rejected in plenary.

General approach: welcoming the Commissions revision of the EU corporate governance framework initiated by the Green Paper, Parliament
regrets, however, that important corporate governance issues such as board decision-making, directors responsibility, directors independence,
conflicts of interest or stakeholders involvement have been left out of the Green Paper. It also regrets the Green Paper's focus on the unitary
system and disregard for the dual system, which is equally widely represented in Europe.

Members underline the importance of the following issues:

creating a more  in the EU, with improved corporate governance;transparent, stable, reliable and accountable corporate sector
the need for  respecting the different corporate cultures in the EU;independent auditing and rules
the importance of creating a more transparent, stable, reliable and accountable corporate sector in the EU, with improved corporate
governance;
that it is a prerequisite that a well-governed company should be accountable and transparent to its employees, shareholders and,
where appropriate, to other stakeholders;
that the , according to which corporate governance involves a set of relationships2004 OECD definition of corporate governance
between a companys management, its board, its shareholders and other stakeholders, should be further promoted;
that a  should apply to all listed companies; these measures should be proportional tobasic set of EU corporate governance measures
the size, complexity and type of the company;



that initiatives on corporate governance should go hand in hand with the initiatives on  proposed by thecorporate social responsibility
Commission.

The Commission is called upon to submit every legislative proposal it considers on corporate governance to , which shouldimpact assessment
focus both on objectives to be attained and on the need to keep companies competitive.

Boards of directors: the resolution stresses that in unitary systems there should be a clear demarcation between the duties of the Chair of the
; however, it notes that this rule should be proportional to the size and the peculiarities of theBoard of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer

company.

The boards must include  with a , that this aspect of their compositionindependent individuals mix of skills, experiences and backgrounds
should be adapted to the complexity of the activities of the company and that it is the responsibility of the shareholders to ensure the right
balance of skills in the board. The resolution calls on companies to implement transparent and meritocratic methods in the field of human
resources and to develop and promote efficiently mens and womens talents and skills. Moreover, plenary called on the Commission to
present, as soon as possible, comprehensive current data on  within all types of company in the EU and on thefemale representation
compulsory and non-compulsory measures taken by the business sector as well as those recently adopted by the Member States with a view
to increasing such representation, and, following this exercise, if the steps taken by companies and the Member States are found to be
inadequate, to propose legislation  including quotas  in the course of 2012 to increase female representation in corporate management bodies
to 30 % by 2015 and to 40% by 2020, while taking account of the Member States responsibilities and of their economic, structural (i.e. relating
to company size), legal and regional specificities.

Members stress that directors must  to the performance of their duties.devote sufficient time

The resolution considers that directors pay rises should be consistent with the long-term viability of their companies. It supports the inclusion in
managers variable remuneration of long-term sustainability components, such as making a percentage of their variable remuneration
dependent on the achievement of corporate social responsibility targets, e.g. health and safety in the workplace and employee job satisfaction.

Members believe that strong surveillance and new rules must be introduced to forbid any malpractices concerning the salaries, bonuses and
 of companies belonging to the financial or non-financial corporate sector that have been bailed-out by acompensation paid to executives

Member State government. They also encourage disclosure of company remuneration policies and annual remuneration reports, which should
be subject to approval by the shareholders meeting.

Shareholders: Members believe that shareholders engagement with the company should be encouraged by , but that thisenhancing their role
involvement should be a  and never an obligation. Nevertheless, they believe that measures to incentivise long termdiscretionary choice
investment should be considered and also a requirement for full transparency of voting for any borrowed shares, apart from bearer shares.
They consider that institutional investor behaviour aimed at creating liquidity and keeping good ratings should be reconsidered, as this solely
encourages short-term shareholding by such investors.

The resolution notes that there is a lack of long-term focus within the market and urges the Commission to review all relevant legislation to
assess whether any requirements have inadvertently added to short-termism.

The Commission is called upon to:

bring forward proportionate proposals for  to shareholders in annualEurope-wide guidelines on the type of information released
company reports; in this context, the report notes that , including those of a potential nature, should always beconflicts of interest
disclosed and that appropriate action is needed at EU level;
amend the Shareholders Rights Directive in such a way as to evaluate by what means shareholders' participation can be further
enhanced; considers, in this connection, that the role of electronic voting at general meetings of listed companies in order to
encourage shareholders participation, especially with regard to cross-border shareholders, should be analysed by the Commission
through an impact assessment;
ensure further regulation of , giving special attention to transparency and conflict-of-interest issues.proxy advisors

Members consider that companies should be  They considerentitled to choose between a name shares regime and a bearer shares regime.
that, if they choose name shares, companies should be entitled to know the identity of their owners and that minimum harmonisation
requirements should be set at EU level for the disclosure of material shareholdings.

Lastly, Members consider that the question of employee share ownership schemes is one which should be regulated at Member State level
and left to negotiations between employers and employees: the possibility of participating in such a scheme should always be of a voluntary
nature.

(3) The comply or explain framework: Parliament believes that this system is a  in corporate governance. It is in favour ofuseful tool
compulsory adherence to a national corporate governance code or a Code of Conduct chosen by the company and considers that any
deviation from the Code of Conduct should be explained in a meaningful way and that, in addition to this explanation, the alternative corporate
governance measure taken should be described and explained.

Lastly, the resolution stresses the need to achieve  of, and compliance with, better functioning existing governance rules and recommendations
rather than imposing binding European corporate governance rules.


